
Adverbs Assessment
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GR. 15 Identify and use adverbs appropriately

Q. 1: From each sentence, write the verb and the adverb that

describes it in the space provided. Follow the example:

5 marks



Ans: 1. V- walks; ADV - slowly

2. V- practices; ADV - regularly

3. V- moves; ADV - carefully

4. V- plays; ADV - quickly

5. V- rides; ADV - carefully

6. V- pet; ADV -gently.

*Every correct answer gets 1 mark.



Q. 2: Look at the pictures and complete the sentences with the

right Verbs and Adverbs from the word bank below. Follow the

example:

5 marks

sneezing runs reading loudly fast peacefully

dances carefully cawing sleeping elegantly continuously



Ans:  1. sneezing continuously

2. runs fast

3. reading carefully

4. dances elegantly

5. cawing loudly



6. sleeping peacefully.

*Every correct answer gets 1 mark.

Q. 3: Find the Adverbs in the box as done in the example below:

5 marks

Ans: 1. Closely

2. Happily

3. Eagerly

4. Softly

5. Easily

6. Secretly

*Every correct answer gets 1 mark.



Q. 4: Help the ‘Adverb Detective’ solve the mystery of the

Missing Necklace. Follow the example:

5 marks

Background: A ruby necklace is missing from Mr.
Sharma’s jewelry store! Below are sentences from
the ‘Adverb detective's  report after he closely
investigated the crime scene and interviewed Mr.
Sharma. Match the appropriate adverb (given in the
word bank) with the verb it would be best suited to
describe and fill in the blanks.

suddenly carefully quickly gently securely excitedly

Mr. Sharma shared that he carefully unwrapped the new ruby

necklace from its box around 3:00 p.m. and ___________ placed it

on the velvet pedestal in the display case at the front of the store.

The store’s door opened _________ and Mr. Sharma was startled

by the noise. Since he was in a hurry to attend to the customer, he

__________ gathered all the paper wrapping that the necklace

came ___________ packaged in, and put the heap into the trash

can. He recalls after the visitor left he got busy with other

customers and then when he got free around



4:00pm, he ___________ walked back to the pedestal to see his

beautiful ruby necklace again, only to notice that it was no longer on

display.

Ans: 1. carefully

2. gently

3. suddenly

4. quickly

5. securely

6. excitedly

*Every correct answer gets 1 mark.


